Nanoparticles of certain materials can respond structurally to changes in their surface environments. We have previously shown that methanol, water adsorption, and aggregation-disaggregation can change the structure of 3 nm diameter zinc sulfide (ZnS).
Introduction
Nanoparticles have excess free energy relative to bulk material of the same stoichiometry because a large fraction of their atoms reside at or near the surface. A 3 nm particle of ZnS has approximately half of the total atoms at the particle surface, and these atoms lack a full coordination environment. The excess free energy can cause nanoparticles to seek structures distinct from that of the bulk material and modify nanoparticle phase stability relations (e.g., Ranade et al., (1) ). For example, at ambient pressure and temperature, the cubic form of ZnS (sphalerite) is the stable phase in bulk material, yet at small particle size, the hexagonal form (wurtzite) is stabilized (2) .
Likewise, phase transition pressures can exhibit a size dependence that indicates a surface energy driven modification in phase stability relations. For example, the pressure for the transformation of the wurtzite to NaCl structure of CdSe nanoparticles increases with decreasing particle size because the surface energy of the cubic phase reduces the stability of the transformation product (3).
Growth and morphology change can reduce the excess surface energy of nanoparticles.
Additionally, structural transformation can provide an alternative mechanism for nanoparticles with a metastable structure to reach a lower energy state without accompanying growth. We have observed that a disorder-to-order transformation can be induced by the addition of water to 3 nm ZnS nanoparticles in anhydrous methanol (4).
More recently, Bellin et al.showed that progressive water adsorption onto γ-Fe 2 O 3 nanoparticles causes cell parameter contraction and then relaxation (5). Particle-particle interactions associated with ZnS aggregation can also relieve disorder, a transformation that is reversed by disaggregation (6).
An important challenge for studies that attempt to understand the molecular interactions that drive surface environment driven structural changes within nanoparticles is to separate effects of nanoparticle -nanoparticle from nanoparticle -molecule interactions when both occur simultaneously. To achieve this, we studied the exposure of water vapor to ZnS nanoparticles with an aggregation state that had been previously fixed by rapid drying. We used a combined small-and wide-angle x-ray scattering method to simultaneously monitor the aggregation state and the crystallinity of 3.2 + 0.7 nm ZnS nanoparticles following the introduction of water vapor. We followed the structural and aggregation states as a function of time and temperature in order to evaluate the role of water adsorption and to estimate the energy of activation of the resulting transformation.
Experimental Methods
Nanoparticle synthesis and handling 3.2 ± 0.7 nm diameter zinc sulfide (ZnS) nanoparticles were synthesized at room temperature in 100 ml anhydrous methanol by adding 5 mL of a saturated methanol solution of sodium sulfide solution dropwise into 2.5 mL of 1 M zinc chloride solution in methanol with rapid stirring. The solution was stirred for fifteen minutes after Na 2 S addition was completed and then filtered and rinsed with three times the volume to remove excess Na + , Cl -, and S 2-ions. The solution was filtered until the aggregated nanoparticles formed a homogenous gel.
The nanoparticle suspension was placed under vacuum (approximately 10 -4 Torr) at room temperature for several hours to rapidly evaporate the methanol without nanoparticle growth. The dry nanoparticles were brought back to atmospheric pressure with argon gas to avoid exposure to moisture in air. The drying process partially collapsed the gel, producing macroscopic aggregates that were ground to a fine powder that was stored in argon until needed for experimentation. Previous characterization of material prepared with this approach showed that the dried aggregates retained an open, fractal geometry and the structure of the nanoparticles is indistinguishable from the assynthesized particles in the original solution (6) .
Exposure of nanoparticles to water vapor
Dry ZnS nanoparticles were packed under argon gas into a 1.5 mm diameter special glass capillary (Charles Supper, MA), which had previously been shortened and flamed sealed on one end. Particles were held in place by a small dry cotton plug. The capillary was inverted (so that the nanoparticles were at the top of the capillary), a second cotton plug, which had been soaked in water, inserted into the capillary, and the capillary sealed ( Figure 1 X-ray scattering data were collected for 45-60 seconds (depending on the sample scattering strength) using a wavelength of 0.8265 Å. For each time point, 6 scans were taken in rapid succession plus six dark scans to allow algorithmic removal of spurious intensity spots associated with random cosmic radiation (zingers). Data processing was performed using FIT2D (7) . Specifically, each image was corrected for detector dark current, non-uniformity, and distortion then normalized to the incident flux. The exposures were averaged together and integrated over a full circle for the SAXS camera and a half circle for the WAXS camera using FIT2D to generate two-column files of scattering intensity versus 2θ (7).
Wide-angle x-ray scattering data analysis
The WAXS data were processed using routines written in the IGOR-PRO analysis software. The nanoparticle structure transformation was followed by fitting Voigt profiles to the cubic ZnS Bragg peaks, which narrowed following water adsorption. In order to quantify the transformation kinetics, we report peak width of the (311) reflection plotted for each time point. The resulting curves of peak width vs. time were fit using a rate equation discussed below. All scans from all temperatures were analyzed over the same scattering angle that encompassed both the (220) and (311) reflections. In a separate data treatment, the WAXS patterns were normalized with respect to integrated scattering intensity over the full range of scattering angles.
Small-angle x-ray scattering data analysis
Small angle x-ray scattering is analogous to wide-angle x-ray scattering but probes longer length scales. Because nanoparticle aggregates generally do not exhibit long-range periodicity, the SAXS patterns do not show sharp scattering features.
Nevertheless, quantitative simulation and analysis of SAXS data can be performed if assumptions are made about the size and size distribution of the primary particles and the way that they are distributed in space (8) . The initial material, and the 22 -40 ˚C studies gave SAXS patterns typical of fractal aggregates (9) . The high temperature data are unusual in that they exhibit an evolution between two distinct types of scattering, and thus are very difficult to interpret using existing models that assume any single type of aggregate morphology (10) . Specifically, at the highest temperature, the SAXS pattern evolved to display features typical of more compact nanoporous granular media (11)(12), in which the fractal structure was lost at short range. There are no robust methods for analysis of this type of SAXS data. Therefore, the evolution of the high-q region was analyzed by a maximum entropy model (MEM) that derived a particle size distribution from the data (assuming spherical nanoparticles), but making no assumptions about the particle arrangement (13) . Thus, the trends in medium-and long-range aggregate structure are discussed qualitatively, while only short-range changes in apparent nanoparticle size and size distribution are analyzed quantitatively via the MEM.
Transmission electron microscopy
The transformed material was characterized by transmission electron microscope (TEM) imaging and electron diffraction. In an experiment analogous to the synchrotron high temperature experiment, dried nanoparticles were placed in an oven that had been 
Results
WAXS data show that dried anhydrous ZnS nanoparticles undergo a structural transformation when exposed to water vapor over a temperature range of 22-50 °C ( Figure 2 ). Diffraction patterns taken prior to water exposure are similar to the patterns previously observed from ZnS nanoparticles synthesized with the same method but analyzed in methanol (4) . In each case, the diffraction patterns indicate the presence of nanoscale sphalerite particles. However, the diffraction data acquired immediately prior to vapor exposure show evidence of more crystallinity than previously observed for samples analyzed in methanol (Figure 2c ), probably because of adsorption of atmospheric water vapor during transport and handling. Figure 2 shows an example fit to the WAXS data. In addition to the sphalerite components, one additional broad Gaussian peak was necessary to account for background scattering beneath the 220 and 311 peaks. This peak diminishes in areas with increasing reaction time and could not be attributed to wurtzite. Thus, we infer the presence of a highly disordered fraction. In order to quantify the kinetics of the structural transformation, peak position, width and intensity of the (220) and (311) peaks for each data curve were fitted. The (220) and (311) peaks were chosen for kinetic analysis to avoid complications arising from the overlap of the (111) and (200) peaks. The peak intensity was the only parameter of the disordered component that was allowed to vary.
The SAXS data taken simultaneously with the WAXS patterns exhibit small timedependent trends for the low temperature experiments (20 -40 ˚C; Figure 3a ). In contrast, the SAXS data acquired for the highest temperature studied (50 ˚C) displayed a marked evolution. The SAXS profiles can be interpreted in terms of aggregate type by analogy with published results from colloidal aggregates (9)(10) (12) . The initial and subsequent low temperature SAXS data are typical of small-angle scattering from fractal aggregates with a primary particle size of 3-4 nm. During these experiments, there is a small shift in the high-q data that is consistent with an increase in the primary particle size. However, this phenomenon could be caused either by nanoparticle growth or by an increase in the apparent particle size due to the adsorption of multiple water layers on the nanoparticle surfaces. The lack of methods for the analysis of the high temperature data necessitated the use of a model-free approach that could be used to obtain information about both the lowand high-temperature data. We employed the maximum entropy method (13) to generate size distribution histograms of populations of scattering objects that are consistent with the SAXS data. Figure 3 presents the results for the 22 ˚C data.
Discussion

1) Interpreting WAXS data: coarsening versus crystallization
There are several plausible interpretations of the WAXS data. X-ray diffraction peaks may be broadened both by small particle size and by the presence of structural disorder. Hence the observed peak sharpening may be caused either by nanoparticle growth or by increasing crystallinity. While it is frequently possible to resolve size and strain contributions to peak broadening by analyzing the diffraction data (14) , such an analysis is impossible in this system because too few peaks are resolved.
We have shown previously that the observed transformation is described by a strong reduction in structural disorder rather than an increase in nanoparticle size (4)(15). When water was added to ZnS nanoparticles in anhydrous methanol, measurements of the semiconductor band gap by UV-vis absorption spectroscopy showed that nanoparticle growth did not occur over 24 hours at room temperature. Nanoparticle growth would diminish the quantum confinement effect and reduce the band gap, but this was not observed. In the absence of a solvent, dissolution-reprecipitation based growth is impossible, and dry nanoparticles can grow only via sintering. While it was not possible to recover and image the nanoparticle samples studied by SAXS-WAXS, a portion of untransformed material was independently heated in high humidity air (105 mmHg partial pressure of water) at 50 ˚C for 18 hours. TEM imaging of this material is given in Figure 4 . These nanoparticles were heat treated for 9 times longer than the experiment at DND-CAT but displayed an average particle size of 3.2 + 0.7 nm. This size is consistent with the average initial particle size found by Zhang, Gilbert et al. using the same synthesis method. However, because trends in the low temperature, high-q SAXS data are consistent with slight increases in particle size the simultaneous SAXS/WAXS data must be considered in detail in order to fully exclude the possibility of some crystal growth.
Analysis of the trends in the SAXS data show that the apparent growth at 22 ˚C exhibited a threshold that is not reproduced in the WAXS kinetics data ( Fig. 3b and 3c ).
If particle growth were the sole cause of diffraction peak sharpening, trends in these two data sets should be highly correlated. Moreover, Scherrer analysis of the width of the ZnS (311) peak indicates that a change in particle diameter of more than a nanometer would be required for consistence with the WAXS results. By contrast, the SAXS data indicate that the mean diameter increases by a maximum of 0.3 nm. Therefore, we interpret the apparent diameter increase as representing the adsorption of water molecules to the surface of the nanoparticles.
2) What drives the transformation? Water binding versus aggregation
Prior and present observations indicate that the more crystalline structure is the stable it is the initial adsorption of water to higher energy sites that most significantly decreases surface energy, stabilizing the more crystalline structure and enabling the transformation.
3) ZnS Structures Observed in the Transformation
The reduction of disorder is clearest effect of water binding, but there are additional structural consequences. In a previous study it was found that powder diffraction from ZnS nanoparticles with a nominally cubic structure were not perfectly described by a cubic unit cell, and XRD refinement was possible only when a lower symmetry structure was employed (16) . Analyses of the peak positions of the present data likewise reveal that these nanoparticles are not perfectly cubic but approach the cubic sphalerite structure as the transformation proceeds. In a separate analysis, we fitted the WAXS data using a tetragonal space group (I 4m2), and observed opposing trends in the (a,b) and c parameters during this transition, but with the overall unit cell volume conserved.
4) ZnS Structures Observed in the Transformation
Further insight into the transformation is gained by plotting the WAXS data with constant scattering intensity. For all temperatures, the evolving WAXS patterns pass through points of constant intensity, two for each peak ( Figure 5 ), that we identify as isosbestic points. More commonly found in optical absorption spectra (17) , the concepts of isosbestic points in diffraction data has been discussed (18) . The observation of isosbestic points has strong implications for the mechanism of transformation. Their presence implies that the nanoparticles transform between two structural states, and that the data do not represent a continuum of structural configurations. Thus, water binding stabilizes the more crystalline phase, but an individual nanoparticle transforms abruptly only when thermal energy allows an activation barrier to be overcome. Rather than changing continuously as water molecules adsorb to the surface of the nanoparticles, the nanoparticles presumably transform randomly once the sufficient water is adsorbed. In this model, it is the activation barrier for the solid-state transformation that causes the variation in transition rate with temperature. This mechanism implies that the transformation kinetics will exhibit an exponential time dependence. Consequently, we fitted the kinetics data with a rate law based on an exponential decay curve of the form
, as shown in Figure 6 . N 0 and t 0 are time and intensity offsets that were varied freely for each sample. N o accounted for the practical intervals between the preparation and mounting of each sample.
5) Activation Energy of the Transformation
We used the empirical Arrhenius equation to estimate the energy of activation for the transformation. The dependence of the reaction rate with temperature is
where k obs is the observed reaction rate obtained from fits to the WAXS kinetics data as described above. A is pre-exponential factor, E A is the apparent energy of activation, R is the noble gas constant and T is temperature in Kelvin. A plot of ln k versus T -1 is given as an inset to Figure 6 . The curve is nonlinear when all temperature points are included.
However, when the 50 °C data are excluded, the trend for the lower temperature data is linear, as expected for a transformation that proceeds by a single thermally activated pathway. The activation energy for this transformation using the 22-44 °C data is 58.1 + 9.8 kJ/mol. The transformation at 50 °C is faster than expected by Arrhenius analysis of the lower temperature data, suggesting an additional transformation mechanism operates higher temperature, most likely an aggregation effect. This magnitude of the activation energy indicates that the process does not involve water dissociation (19) or the breaking of ZnS bonds, but is associated with restructuring (bond bending) within the nanoparticles. If bonds were actually breaking and reforming, we would expect an activation energy on the order of hundreds of kilojoules per mole.
6) Proposed Model of the Transformation
The results and analysis lead to a model of the water vapor driven transformation of 3 nm ZnS particles that is shown graphically in Figure 7 . The key points in this model are that water vapor rapidly permeates the loose aggregate of anhydrous nanoparticles, binding to the surfaces strongly but without dissociation. This interaction stabilizes a more crystalline structure, but the transformation proceeds only when thermal energy initiates an abrupt solid-state transformation. It is likely that the transformation is nucleated at the surface of the nanoparticle. At the highest temperature studied, the increased surface coverage of water allows the nanoparticles to rearrange within the aggregate, forming more particle-particle contacts, which are known to increase crystallinity (6). These additional contacts provide an additional mechanism to lower surface energy and stabilize the more crystalline structure. Consequently, the rate of transformation is faster at this temperature than expected for water binding alone.
Conclusions
Water adsorption and aggregation both drive structural transformation in 3.2 nm ZnS nanoparticles. Observation of the water driven transformation with no change in aggregation state provides insight into molecular interactions with nanoparticle surfaces .
Individual nanoparticles do not transform gradually, but switch abruptly from an initial, disordered structure to a final, more crystalline structure. Our work has clarified that both interactions with molecules and with other particles can have profound effects on disorder within nanocrystals. The proposed model for the water vapor driven transformation. A. Assynthesized nanoparticles in methanol form an extended gel-like network. B. When the nanoparticles are rapidly vacuum-dried, particle-particle contacts are formed at random, creating a fractal aggregate. C. When water vapor is introduced, it is rapidly adsorbed on the nanoparticle surfaces throughout the aggregate, and stabilizes a more crystalline structure D. Individual nanoparticles undergo abrupt, random, thermally-activated transformations to the more crystalline structure (dark gray circles). E. Eventually, all the particles have transformed to the more ordered structure. F. At high temperature (50 °C), increased surface coverage of water allows the particles to rearrange the aggregate, forming more particle-particle contacts and more ordered void space within the aggregate. Additional particle-particle interactions increase the transformation rate.
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